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Puerto Morel… 



Dona Sonia Add Business Hours

58 Reviews #13 of 120 Restaurants in Puerto Morelos $$ - $$$ Mexican, Latin, Barbecue

 Puerto Morelos, Mexico  +52 998 109 0312  Website



 Save

Certificate of Excellence

Overview Reviews Location Q&A Details

Overview

Is this restaurant romantic?  Yes  No  Unsure

58 reviews5.0 
Excellent 99%
Very good 0%
Average 1%
Poor 0%
Terrible 0%

TRAVELERS TALK ABOUT



“mole” (6 reviews)
“crepes” (4 reviews)
“pork” (3 reviews)



 Restaurant Hours  Update your listing

CUISINES

Mexican, Latin, Barbecue, Spanish, Veg…
PRICE

$$ - $$$

RATINGS

Service

Food

Value

LOCATION

 Puerto Morelos, Mexico

All Details Update your listing







 All photos (38)
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El Nicho
692 Reviews

$$ - $$$, Cafe, International

Chilpayas
112 Reviews

$$ - $$$, Mexican, Caribbean, Seafood, Soups, …

La Sirena
734 Reviews

$$ - $$$, Seafood, Medite

Reviews (58)

Traveler rating

Excellent 54

Very good 0

Average 1

Poor 0

Terrible 0

Traveler type

Families
Couples
Solo
Business
Friends

Time of year

Mar-May
Jun-Aug
Sep-Nov
Dec-Feb

Language

All languages
English (55)

French (2)

Spanish (1)

Show reviews that mention

All reviews mole crepes pork rice fish tacos chef marco cooking class

fabulous meal food restrictions i highly recommend booking casa margarita

cooking experience an authentic mexican meal my entire family birthday dinner

dining experience food was amazing

1 - 10 of 55 reviews

Moderately Priced See all

  

Visit Your Owner Management Center
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1 1



Reviewed 6 days ago 

Great meal at home without cooking
We truly enjoyed our evening with Marco and Sonia. They prepared an
excellent meal at our friends condo. Everything was well organized. Marco
and Sonia are very generous and pleasant. The food they served was
delicious. What a nice way to spend an evening in... More

 1  Thank A TripAdvisor Member

 

 via mobile

DonaSonia, Owner at Dona Sonia, responded to this review

Responded yesterday

Merci beaucoup to both of you! We're so glad you liked everything. You
and your group were a delight. We look forward to seeing you again in
the future! Sonia et Marco ;)
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Majbe
4 1

 Respond 

Reviewed 1 week ago 

Dinner in Puerto Morelos
Sonia and Marco made an amazing dinner for our family of nine at our villa
in Puerto Morelos. Was so nice to have a meal at home and the little boys
demolished the fajitas and the quesadilla’s . I really appreciated Sonia’s
quick response to... More

 1  Thank Majbe

 

 via mobile

Abbixter
Kelowna BC

6 10

 Respond 

Reviewed 1 week ago

Fun and Delicious
Sonia and Marco came to our home for a private cooking. From the very
first email Sonia was friendly, professional and did an amazing job putting a
menu and program together that would suit us. From the minute the class
started it felt like we... More

 1  Thank Abbixter

 



jean-guy g
16 6

 Respond 

Reviewed 1 week ago

A great culinary experience
Sonia and Marcos came to our resort on the north side of town, dressed in
mexican apparel. The four of us ate a prepared mexican meal on a
wednesday night when we did not feel to take a taxi to town. We were
treated to... More

 1  Thank jean-guy g

 



Jenifer B
Alberta,
Canada

8 1

 Respond 

Reviewed 2 weeks ago 

Incredible experience
We had Sonia and Marco come to give us cooking lessons at the Casa we
rented. They checked things out before we came down so they knew
exactly what they needed and came well prepared. This was by far one of
the best holiday experiences... More

 1  Thank Jenifer B

 

 via mobile

SlimJim345
Bloomington,

Minnesota
20 7



Reviewed 2 weeks ago

I thought it could not get better!
Back for my second review of Dona Sonia and Chef Marco. This year we
signed up for cooking class and it was one of the highlights of our trip to
Mexico. Everyone on here has established their food is amazing, but to
experience it with... More

 1  Thank SlimJim345

 



DonaSonia, Owner at Dona Sonia, responded to this review
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1 2 3 4 5 6

Nearby

Responded 2 weeks ago

Gracias, Jim! We had so much fun with your and your group: you guys
really have the masa skills! Send us a picture of your salsa awards,
please! Already looking forward to seeing you next year! Love, Sonia &
Marco

ShannyCanada
Canada
19 42

 Respond 

Reviewed 3 weeks ago

Must do condo cooking and classes in Puerto
Morelos!
We booked Sonia and Marco early in the year when we knew we would be
spending time in Puerto Morelos and I suggest you do the same. Sonia's
communication by email for booking and deciding on a menu was fast and
efficient. All special requests... More

 1  Thank ShannyCanada

 



Katherine L
1

 Respond 

Reviewed 4 weeks ago 

Charming couple. Delicious food. Incredibly
convenient.
Excellent dinner prepared in rental home while vacationing in Puerto
Morelos. Easy email arrangements. Sonia is fully fluent in English. PayPal
transaction. On time. Made use of our rental kitchen and left it cleaner than
it started! Plus, very kind and warm people. Absolutely recommend.

 Thank Katherine L



 via mobile

wgilbert13
Bowie,

Maryland
1  Respond 

Reviewed 4 weeks ago

Excellent Experience!
The chefs came to our rental home and prepared a wonderful meal as well
as excellent "Marco-ritas." We has spent the day at the Cenotes, so not
having to go out or cook was perfect.

 Thank wgilbert13



tjbarz
Bowie,

Maryland
16 12



Reviewed 4 weeks ago

Absolutely Wonderful
Chef Marco and Sonia prepaired an absolutely wonderful meal for our
group of 6. We were renting a home in Peurto Morelos and wanted to try an
authentic meal prepaired in the home. From my initial email to Sonia to the
clean kitchen at the... More

 Thank tjbarz

 



DonaSonia, Owner at Dona Sonia, responded to this review

Responded 4 weeks ago

Thank you for inviting us into your temporary home in Puerto Morelos!
We love cooking for such fun groups such as yours, and look forward
to doing it again in the future. Take care!
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